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Home Office
collection

With you every
step of the way...
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Book your free design
appointment

Gather
your ideas

Free
home visit

See your new office
in 3D

Place
your order

Meet
your Installer

Agree your
delivery date

Be
prepared

Watch your room
transform

Enjoy your
new home office

Virtual or in store, it’s
your choice. Book your
appointment at
wickes.co.uk/
designconsultant,
call us on 0800 011 3031
or drop into one of
our stores.

Think about what you’d
love and what you need
in your new home office.
You can follow us on
Pinterest and Instagram
to find inspiration.

Meet with your Design
Consultant, either
virtually or in person, to
discuss your ideas and
how to make the best
use of your space.

We’ll arrange a meeting,
either virtual or in
store, to reveal your
tailor-made 360-degree
home office design.

Once you decide to
buy, we can talk you
through our flexible
payment options.

Your Installer will visit to
do a technical installation
survey and double check
everything is in order.
If you choose your own
Installer, we’ll meet with
them to ensure things run
smoothly.

We’ll arrange delivery
and schedule your
home office installation
(if you’ve chosen
our Wickes
installation service).

When your home office
arrives, it could take up
a lot of space, so make
sure you have cleared
enough room to store it.
You'll also need to
clear the area where your
home office will
be fitted.

Now's the exciting bit!
Watch as your new home
office comes to life
before your eyes.

Once your home office
has been installed,
we’ll contact you to
check you’re happy
with everything.

Your dream.
Our experts.
From design to installation, plus all the finishing
touches, we have everything you need to create
your new home office.
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Visit wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031 to book your FREE design appointment with a dedicated Design Consultant.

46-47

Your home.
Our guarantee.

Fully adjustable Blum
hinges allow for perfect
alignment on all doors

20 10
year

year

guarantee

guarantee

on cabinets,
units, hinges
and drawer
runners

on doors
and drawer
fronts

Ultra quiet soft
close on all doors
and drawers

Drawers are fully extendable,
allowing you to reach the back
easily
Drawers have 15mm bottom
panels and can hold up to 25kg

Our cabinets are built to last.
We’re so confident that we
guarantee them for 20 years*.

Shelf supports can be
moved within the cabinet
to suit your storage
requirements

Our hard-wearing units,
hinges and drawer
runners are guaranteed
for 20 years

Don't worry. Even
our doors and drawer
fronts are covered
for 10 years

Over 30 quality
cabinet, drawer and
shelving options for
a tailored design

Don’t just take our
word for it. Read our
excellent customer
reviews on Trustpilot
7

*Cabinets (units, hinges and drawer runners) are included in the 20 year guarantee. Doors and drawer fronts are guaranteed for 10 years. Blum hinges
and drawer systems are guaranteed up to 20 years. These guarantees apply on fitted home offices and do not affect your statutory rights.

12mm back
panel and
18mm side
panels provide
extra strength
and rigidity

Your trust.

Our local, trusted Installers can take care
of everything, from installing your home
office to fitting new flooring and lighting.

Our Installers.

The Institute of Customer Service –
the independent, professional membership
body for customer service - has awarded
our installation team a ServiceMark with
Distinction, following top marks from 90%
of Wickes customers they surveyed.

Enjoy peace of mind. Wickes will manage your
project and sort any issues along the way

Receive a 2 year workmanship guarantee
on top of your product guarantees

Our experienced Installers will fit your home office to the highest
standard, whilst adhering to additional safety measures we’ve put in
place, so you can relax knowing that your home office is in safe hands.

We want you to be completely happy with your installation,
knowing that everything has been fitted safely and correctly.
Once it’s been installed, we’ll provide you with a 2 year
workmanship guarantee on top of any product guarantees.

Our Wickes Approved Installers will complete
a full technical survey before your job begins
Once you’ve decided to go ahead with your new home office, we’ll
introduce you to your Wickes Approved Installer. They’ll come to your
home, before the installation begins, to carry out a detailed technical
survey to check that everything is in order.

If you choose your own Installer, we can still
meet with them to ensure things run smoothly
We would always recommend you use our Installers but, if you
would prefer your own fitter or builder, we are more than happy to
meet with them, to go over the plans and any details, once you’ve
placed your order. We’ll do all we can to make your home office
fitting go as smoothly as possible.
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Meet our
experts

Your ideas.
Our know-how.

ange Buyer
Lisa Ratcliffe - R

We’re really proud of the
people behind the Wickes
name. Learn more about
some of their stories.

David Ball - Desig
n Consultant
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g a new project is
a great chance
to bring new ideas
and options that
customers have
often not seen or
considered before,
really bringing
their project to life
and offering a tru
ly unique
experience. The
whole journey sh
ould be enjoyable
and exciting right
up to stepping ba
ck and taking in
the final result.

An example of one of David Ball’s designs of a
home office within an open plan apartment
The space is designed
around the centre
window, both as a
primary light source
and as a central focus
to the room

Our experienced Design Consultants will support you through
every step, from planning and design all the way
through to installation and aftercare.

The desk space utilizes the
height of the room to get
additional storage at the top

The drawers beneath
can hide the messy side
of office space, with the
units to the left housing
printers and accessories
to keep it all out of sight
Light fixtures provide
illumination without
sacrificing space to a
desk lamp

Have a free home visit
with your dedicated
Design Consultant

Get expert design
input on your ideas and
be inspired by clever
storage solutions

See your dream home
office brought to life
with a tailor-made 3D
design with 360-degree
views

Complete the look.
We’ll help you find the
worktop, handles and
accessories to suit
your style

Visit wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031 to book your FREE design appointment with a dedicated Design Consultant.

View the full 360-degree view of this design by hovering your
smartphone camera over the QR code.

Things to consider
When thinking about your home office, it's a good idea to
consider how you will use your space and what's most
important to you and your needs, to work effectively.

What space do you have?
Are you integrating a workspace into an existing area
such as your kitchen, or converting a spare room? Will
it be a dedicated area or a space for the whole family?
Will it be used daily?
What type of storage do you need?
Do you want to keep everything packed away in our
array of cupboard and drawer options? Or maybe you
would prefer to have things on display or within easy
reach - if this is the case then open shelving is a great
option and allows you to personalise your space.
Lighting options
Think about the kind of environment you want to
create: something soft and relaxing, or a space that
needs to be brightly lit all year round? With our LED
and pendant lighting ranges, you can ensure you get
exactly what you want.
Work-life balance
Although working at home is becoming more typical,
that doesn’t mean it has to overtake home life. Welldesigned spaces with plenty of storage can allow you
to leave work at the ‘office’, and if it's a multi-functional
space it can revert back to being a social space.
Ergonomics
It is important to ensure that your workspace is
comfortable to use, particularly if it will be used for
long periods of time. Your feet should touch the floor
with your thighs parallel. Sitting upright, the top of
your screen should be at eye height and your arms at
a 90-degree angle. We have designed our office unit
heights at 735mm* to help you optimise posture and
create a comfortable work area.
*This includes plinth and worktop. Exact height varies according to worktop
selected.
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Make your space work for you

Make your space work for you
Small or large? For you or for the whole family? In a dedicated room or integrated into
existing space? We can help you make your home office exactly what you need.

Home office
If you're lucky enough to have a spare bedroom or some space in your attic, this can be converted into a dedicated
home office. Having a completely separate space to work in will give you privacy and the option to shut the door
behind you at the end of the working day.

Integrated workspace

We can create your workspace in even the trickiest of spaces; having a workspace within another
room is the ideal solution if you need a dedicated place to work without converting an entire room.

A workspace integrated into your kitchen design is ideal if you need an adaptable, multi-purpose space
for all the family.

15

Open-plan workspace

Optimise your home’s potential

Kendal

Shaker - Matt

When it comes to adding an office space into your home, it doesn’t have to mean sacrificing space
elsewhere. You can also transform unused space within the home, such as under your stairs or
alcove spaces. Your Design Consultant can create the best solution for you.

Open shelving
Shelving used to
add life to an unused
corner of the home

Generous workspace

Inaccessible storage
that usually resembles
the Leaning Tower of
Pisa inside

Carpet

Plenty of concealed storage

Updated flooring

17

Book a free design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031

Your style.
Find the style and colour you love from our 44 inspiring ranges.

Sofia

J-Pull - Gloss

page 20-25

Camden
J-Pull - Matt

page 26-29

Our range.
From classic to modern, light to dark, matt or gloss, with or
without handles, choose the door design that’s right for you.

Chester
Shaker - Matt

page 30-33

Kendal

Shaker - Matt

seen on page 17

We have even more
ranges and truly
handleless options
that are available for
fitted home offices;
see pages 46-47
for more details.
Tiverton

Shaker - Matt

page 34-37

Milton

Shaker - Matt

page 38-41

Melrose

Slab - Different finishes

page 42-45

1

Create a multi-use workspace in the heart of your open plan
living room. Separate from, but in keeping with, your kitchen,
you can configure it exactly the way you want.

2

Make use of every inch of your top floor or attic room with a
built-in modern workspace. Mix and match your cupboards,
J-pull drawers and open shelves to suit your style of working.

Sofia - J-Pull
Graphite
- Gloss

Sofia Graphite

1

2

Worktop
Solid Timber - Dark Walnut

Paint
Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031
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176579 - Dulux Easycare Kitchen
Matt Emulsion Paint - Warm Pewter

1

If you’re looking for a
workspace within your
kitchen design, this
multi-purpose integrated
design - with bespoke
lighting - gives you function
and flexibility.

2

A calm and serene
set-up that can be easily
personalised to match
your work style. Combines
plenty of surface space
with wide J-pull drawers,
open shelving and gloss
storage options.

2

Worktop

Flooring

Apollo® Slab Tech Copper Pearl

138671 - Shimla Grey Oak
Laminate Flooring

Sofia White
1

2

Create a handy workspace
that blends beautifully into
your kitchen. Compact
yet surprisingly spacious,
it’s perfect for the whole
household, whether working
from home or completing a
school project.

Sofia - J-Pull
Cream- Gloss
- White

Sofia Cream

1

2

1

This modern, sleek design
makes use of an entire wall,
giving you an attractive
space that’s as practical
as it is beautiful.
Hints & Tips
If you are spending most of your
day sitting at your desk, select a
chair that provides back support,
is height-adjustable and rotates.

Worktop

Paint

Flooring

Light

Marble Effect Laminate Calcutta Marble

122428 - Wickes Vinyl Matt Emulsion
Paint - No. 0 Pure Brilliant White

147692 - Navelli Light
Oak Laminate Flooring

223687 - Harbour 7
Pendant Light - Chrome
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Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031

1

This U-shaped office
includes a full wall of
storage and a peninsula
desk space. With your
choice of open shelves,
wide drawers and
cupboards - you can make
your space your own.

2

You may be short of
space but we’re not short
of ideas. By integrating
this workspace into
your kitchen you create
two rooms in one. The
stunning wood desktop
and matching shelf give it a
modern yet rustic feel.

2

Worktop

Paint

Flooring

Marble Effect Laminate Marmo Venezia

122223 - Wickes Vinyl Matt
Emulsion - No. 445 Driftwood

220466 - Herringbone Honey
Oak Luxury Vinyl Flooring

Sofia Pewter
1

2

Make full use of those
awkward unused
communal spaces with
a modern design that fits
neatly under your stairs.
Ideal for those working
from home days and a
handy central workspace
for family use.

Sofia - J-Pull
Cashmere
- Gloss
- Pewter

Sofia Cashmere

1

2

1

A seamless continuation
of your kitchen, this gloss
J-pull workspace is ideal
for open plan living. With
complementary shelves
and drawers, it adds to your
sense of space.

Worktop

Paint

Splashback

Lighting

Zenith Compact
Laminate - Cloudy Nova

177507 - Dulux Easycare Washable
& Tough Emulsion Paint - Rock Salt

AluSplash® - Smoked Ember

210353 - Campana Pendant
Light - Matt Nickel
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Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031

1

1

With its fingerprintresistant satin smooth
matt doors, drawers
and open shelves, this
double desk home office
is light, bright and highly
organised. Perfect for
those that require a large
workspace and plenty of
inspiration.

Sofia - J-Pull
Camden
- White
- Gloss
- Midnight

Camden White

1

Camden Midnight
1

Make full use of the space
with a minimalist design
that maximises storage.
The sophisticated rich
dark blue adds style, while
open shelves provide
function.

2

Stylish and sophisticated,
this two-tone workspace
looks fabulous in an open
plan kitchen or living
space. Set apart from the
kitchen, while mirroring its
design, its open shelving
is both practical and
pleasing to the eye.

2

Worktop
Zenith Compact
Laminate - Caldeira

Light
223683 - Studio Pendant
Light - Matt Black

Paint
122428 - Wickes Vinyl
Matt Emulsion Paint No. 0 Pure Brilliant White

Wallpaper

Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031
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178505 - Industry Rouge
Decorative Wallpaper

1

Hints & Tips
We can install additional plug sockets
within your home office. Speak to your
Design Consultant for more information.

1

A clean and compact
space-saver, this modern,
multi-purpose home office
has lots of storage to help
you keep things tidy. The
soft grey will complement
any spare room or living
room decor.

Sofia - J-Pull
Camden
- Dove
- Gloss
Grey - Carbon

Camden Dove Grey

1

Camden Carbon
1

Darker tones of grey add
a sophisticated twist to
this luxury home office.
Add your own finishing
touches, like contrasting
open shelving, integrated
lighting and glass cabinet
doors to make it
your own.

2

Detail is everything.
Not only can you mix
and match your colour
schemes to reflect your
kitchen design, but
the upstand keeps the
horizontal flow.
A continuous compact
workspace that’s
seamlessly integrated.

2

Worktop
Apollo® Quartz - Pietra Grey

Paint
122331 - Wickes Vinyl Matt Emulsion Paint No. 240 Urban Nights

Flooring
Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031
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220467 - Herringbone Slate Grey
Luxury Vinyl Flooring

1

Create a shared workspace in an under-used communal area.
This classic design brings an understated elegance, with
integrated lighting and a narrow Shaker frame.

2

Adding a modern twist to a traditional Shaker design, the
narrow framed cabinets provide all the storage you need.
The combination of forest green and chic gold handles creates
an on-trend look for a traditional space.

Sofia - J-Pull
Chester
- Forest
- Gloss
Green

Chester Forest Green

1

2

Worktop
Zenith Compact Laminate - Blanc
Crystal

Handles
131264 - Stella Strap Handle - Black &
Copper Finish

Paint
Dulux MixLab Paint - Palm Night

Flooring
220466 - Herringbone Honey Oak Luxury
Vinyl Flooring

Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031
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Hints & Tips
Did you know we can also install
flooring in your new home office?
Ask your Design Consultant for
more information.

1

1

This stunning integrated
workspace blends a
modern matt finish design
with traditional Shaker
styling. Its generous
cabinets and open shelves
provide endless storage
options.

Sofia - J-Pull
Chester
- Grey
- Gloss
- Midnight

Chester Grey

1

Chester Midnight
1

If you work from home
full time and want
a sophisticated and
professional home office,
this modern mix and
match office has plenty
of style, as well as ample
desk space and storage.

2

Integrating a workspace
into this striking midnight
blue kitchen creates a
practical working area for
all the family. The narrow
frame Shaker cabinets,
shelves and drawers
provide plenty of stylish
storage.

2

Worktop
Zenith Compact Laminate - Boston

Handles
231852 - Dalston Textured T Knob
Handle - Brushed Steel

Paint
122428 - Wickes Vinyl Matt Emulsion Paint
- No. 0 Pure Brilliant White

Light
Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031
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210356 - Concreto Pendant Light - Concrete

1

Add another dimension
to your kitchen with a
compact workspace. This
light, bright and versatile
design has ample storage
for the whole family.

2

Make the most of your
attic room with a built-in
Shaker-inspired floor-toceiling home office. With
cupboards, shelves and
drawers configured to your
needs, you’ll have a clutterfree desk when working
from home.

2

Worktop

Handles

Paint

Zenith Compact Laminate Marmo Fossil

114053 - Celia Ringed Bar Handle Stainless Steel Effect

176578 - Dulux Easycare Kitchen
Matt Emulsion Paint - Sapphire Salute

Tiverton Sage
1

2

Blending traditional styling
with modern living, this
integrated workspace is an
extension of your kitchen,
with a complementary
desk surface and your
choice of cabinets, drawers
and open shelving.

Sofia - J-Pull
Tiverton
- Bone
- Gloss
- Sage

Tiverton Bone

1

2

1

Enjoy all the benefits of
a complete home office
in one linear design. With
the desk and shelving
stretching wall to wall and
the cabinets floor to ceiling,
every inch of space is used
to great effect, whether
using your space for work
or crafting hobbies.
Worktop

Handles

Paint

Flooring

Light

Solid Timber Natural Oak

148192 - Ambrose Strap
Handle - Polished Nickel

122428 - Wickes Vinyl Matt Emulsion
Paint - No. 0 Pure Brilliant White

147692 - Navelli Light Oak
Laminate Flooring

223695 - Brydon
Pendant Light - Brass
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Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031

1

This stunning natural
oak workspace fits into a
kitchen design seamlessly,
adding a much needed
area for home working and
family scheduling. There’s
plenty of storage to keep
it tidy.

2

If you work from home
and need a dedicated
workspace, this simple,
Shaker-style set-up
could be just what you’re
looking for. Fitting into
an otherwise under-used
communal area, its open
shelving offers plenty of
storage.

2

Worktop

Handles

Paint

Light

Corian® - Dune Prima

157747 - Elgin Square Strap
Handle - Matt Black

210477 - Dulux Easycare Washable &
Tough Emulsion Paint - Tranquil Dawn

224233 - Hansen Pendant
Light - Antique Brass

Tiverton Slate
1

2

This sleek and stylish matt
workspace is integrated
beautifully into your
kitchen, with details such
as the Zenith worktop
and matching splashback
creating a visual
connection and dramatic
backdrop. Its concealed
storage helps keep it
clutter-free.
This home office is
professional and luxurious.
With its Shaker-style
cupboards and drawers,
as well as plenty of open
shelving and surface
space, it’s a home
worker’s paradise.

Sofia - J-Pull
Tiverton
- Natural
- Gloss
Oak - Slate

Tiverton Natural Oak

1

2

1

Worktop

Handles

Paint

Flooring

Solid Timber Dark Walnut

231864 - Henley T Knob
Handle - Antique Pewter

107092 - Dulux Vinyl Matt
Emulsion - Chic Shadow

138660 - Reynosa Dark
Hickory Laminate Flooring
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Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031

1

A light, bright dedicated
workspace that offers an
uninterrupted flow from
your kitchen, including
matching wooden worktops.
Concealed storage cabinets
are balanced
with open shelving.

2

This large home office, in
a traditional Shaker style,
complements any decor.
Combine hideaway
cupboards and drawers with
easy access open shelving.

2

Hints & Tips
If you're not using your
workspace for long
periods of time, a dining
chair is a space-saving
seating solution.
Worktop

Handles

Paint

Splashback

Light

Solid Timber Thermo Ash

148191 - Ambrose Knob & Plate
- Polished Nickel

169761 - Dulux Easycare Kitchen Matt
Emulsion Paint - Egyptian Cotton

AluSplash® Grey Lavender

223688 - Harbour
Pendant Light - Chrome

Milton Grey
1

2

The delicate matt powder
grey finish on these Shakerstyle cabinets - and the
glass fronted cabinets - give
a subtle nod to modern
technology. Structured and
organised, there’s a place
for everything.

Sofia - J-Pull
Milton
- Bone- -Gloss
Grey

Milton Bone

1

2

1

Add a compact, integrated
workspace within your
Milton Grey kitchen.
A larger bespoke seating
area can be created for
side-by-side working.

Worktop

Handles

Paint

Apollo® Quartz - Lyskam White
Solid Timber - Grey Oak

231856 - Walton Geometric
Handle - Matt Black

176579 - Dulux Easycare Kitchen
Matt Emulsion Paint - Warm Pewter
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Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031

1

Keep your paperwork in
order with a dedicated
home office in your spare
room or sitting room. This
Shaker-style home office
offers a large choice of
storage and ample desk
space for working from
home.

2

Inspired by Scandi
minimalism, this integrated
kitchen workspace is a
welcome addition to any
household. With plenty
of storage, it can act as
your dedicated workspace
or convert into a familyfriendly homework centre.

2

Worktop

Handles

Wallpaper

Flooring

Apollo® Slab Tech Ice White

231851 - Dalston Textured
Bar Handle - Brass

199563 - Bercy Blue Geometric
Wallpaper

153866 - Salerno Oak
Grey Laminate Flooring

Milton Midnight
1

2

A stunning integration of
workspace and kitchen,
Milton Midnight benefits
from concealed storage,
Shaker-style cabinets
and open shelving. A rich
navy splashback creates a
seamless look.

Sofia - J-Pull
Milton
- White- Gloss
- Midnight

Milton White

1

2

1

This bold Shaker-style in
a deep navy colourway,
has a classic understated
elegance about it. Situated
in a communal area, it has
enough surface area and
storage to be a dedicated
workspace.

Worktop

Handles

Paint

Light

Wood Effect
Laminate - Rab Oak

157744 - Windsor Cup Handle
- Brushed Brass

122428 - Wickes Vinyl Matt Emulsion
Paint - No. 0 Pure Brilliant White

223695 - Brydon
Pendant Light - Brass
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Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031

1

Complement your Melrose kitchen with a workspace in
the same matt slab styling with contrast handles. Clean
and modern, it can be used as a permanent workspace or
somewhere for the whole family.

2

Treat yourself to a stand-alone creative hub in your loft
apartment or attic room. Built around this challenging space,
the matt slab design provides plenty of storage space and
useful open shelving.

Sofia - J-Pull
Melrose
- Dove
- Gloss
Grey

Melrose Dove Grey

1

2

Worktop
Zenith Compact Laminate Blanc Crystal

Handles
157748 - Elgin Square
Strap Handle - Matt Black

Paint
121922 - Wickes Kitchen Matt
Emulsion Paint - No. 0 Pure Brilliant
White

Flooring
Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031
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138671 - Shimla Grey Oak
Laminate Flooring

1

This gloss pewter home
office is both elegant and
spacious. Its smooth slabstyle design, with plenty of
storage options, could be a
perfect working from home
solution, that doubles up as
a guest bedroom.

2

This integrated workspace
fits neatly into your kitchen,
with black glass cabinets
showcasing the divide
between the two areas.

2

Worktop

Handles

Paint

Flooring

Light

Solid Timber Natural Oak

231857 - Wave
Strap Handle - Grey

122294 - Wickes Vinyl Matt
Emulsion Paint - No. 220 Pewter

147692 - Navelli Light
Oak Laminate

223695 - Brydon
Pendant Light - Brass

Melrose Carbon
1

2

Consider an integrated,
adaptable workspace
within your kitchen design.
Continuous lighting
overhead creates a visual
connection, while the
carbon backdrop adds
a modern twist.

Sofia - J-Pull
Melrose
- Pewter
- Gloss
- Carbon

Melrose Pewter

1

2

1

Dedicate a whole wall to
a luxurious and stylish
home office. Melrose’s
carbon grey matt slab can
be complemented with
contrasting open shelving
for a modern multi-purpose
office that’s bursting
with storage.
Handles

Paint

Flooring

Light

Zenith Compact
231838 - Benington
Laminate - Cloudy Nova Handle - Brushed Brass

Worktop

184714 - Wickes Vinyl Matt
Emulsion Paint - No. 965 Navy Blue

138660 - Reynosa Dark
Hickory Laminate Flooring

223693 - Hoop Pendant
Light Brushed Brass
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Book a FREE design appointment at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant or call 0800 011 3031

More choices from our range

Oban
Oban combines classic New England coastal flair
with modern simplicity. This Shaker design has a
modern minimalist feel.

We have further ranges available for home office designs including Heritage, Oban,
Esker, Glencoe and truly handleless options.

Available in:

Intelliga, our truly handleless option, is available in Esker, Chester, Glencoe and Melrose
styles. See wickes.co.uk for more information.

Ivory

Heritage
A country classic with a modern touch, the Heritage
range offers a traditional look that lets the beauty of
the solid oak frames shine through the painted finish.
Available in:
Sage

Bone

Esker
The Esker range has high gloss fascias with
a smooth acrylic finish, reflecting the light and
giving a sense of space.
Available in:
Ice

Glencoe
A high gloss finish that promises durability and
versatility in equal measure. Smooth wraparound
edges add a touch of elegance.
Available in:
Cashmere

White

Cream

Azure

Follow us
on social
Get the latest trends, inspiration

Get started today
It’s never been easier to book a free design appointment with one of
our Design Consultants. We offer a virtual or in person design service.

To book a free design appointment you can:

We'd love to see photos of your
office space; just tag us @wickes

Visit one of our Showrooms.
Call us on 0800 011 3031. We’re available 9am - 8pm, 7 days a week.
Fill out our online form at wickes.co.uk/designconsultant
Scan this QR code by hovering over it with the camera on
your smartphone.
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Find your home office

Find your home office

Whether you run your business from home or need a space that the whole family
can use, make sure that you explain your requirements to your Design Consultant,
so that they can help design a space that suits you perfectly.

Family-friendly

A private home office, closed off from the rest of the home without distractions, enabling you to work
efficiently and without interruption.

A workspace integrated into a central area is great for the whole family to use. Use blackboard
paint or a magnetic plaster to create planning spaces and showcase family fun.

Creative inspiration

Gadgets and technology

Wide-spanning surfaces for projects, along with plants and spaces to display
what inspires you will create the perfect space for a creative mind.

LED backlit cupboards and under storage lighting will take your home office to a new level,
along with pop-up and wireless charging options to make sure you’re never out of charge.
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Full-time professional

Worktops

A complete transformation
There is more to creating your home office than selecting the door style and colour.
That’s why we offer everything you need to create your own unique look that suits you
and your ideal space, from handles to lighting and flooring all in one place, so you can
customise your room to suit your needs.

Handles

Lighting & Accessories

Finishing Touches

Flooring
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Worktops
We believe that the worktop is just as important a choice as the doors,
and can complete your desired look. We have a worktop to suit every
budget from solid surface to laminate options; you'll be spoilt for choice.

Solid Surface
Corian®
Corian® lends itself to imaginative uses, innovative
designs and enduring work surface applications
Granite
As a natural material, no two pieces are ever exactly alike,
so each worktop reveals a beautiful unique finish.
Solid Timber
Crafted from hardwood staves, joined together and finely
oiled, timber worktops have a smooth, water-repellent
finish.
Apollo® Quartz
An engineered stone made from 93% quartz and 7%
polymer resin, to give consistent colour and finish.
Silestone® Quartz
Provides a solid colour, with options for mirror
flecks, natural stone and concrete effects
Apollo® CeramicáTM
Made of 100% natural materials with no resins or fillers,
Apollo® CeramicáTM is an environmentally friendly choice.
Apollo® Recycled Glass
Made from 70% recycled glass, 20% powdered quartz
and 10% high performance polymer resin.
Apollo® Magna
Apollo® Magna is a solid through-coloured 6mm mineral
material on a 28mm chipboard core.
Apollo® Slab Tech
A non-porous, silky smooth solid material that maintains
the same colour throughout the thickness of the worktop.

Laminate
Zenith Compact Laminate
These ultra-thin worktops combine the latest design
style with superior performance and also allow for coordinated shelving or waterfall sides.
Laminate
Available in uni-colour and wood, marble, sparkle and
concrete effects in a wide variety of colours.
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Plain, stone & marble effect laminate

We think these worktops will work perfectly for your home office design, covering
a range of thicknesses, colours and styles.

Terzo Stone
38mm, 3mm profile

Natural Stone
38mm, 6mm profile

Calcutta Marble
38mm, 3mm profile

Pokhara
22mm, square edge profile

Lava Rock
38mm, 6mm profile

Winter Carnival
38mm, 3mm profile

Marmo Venezia
22mm, square edge profile

Grey Marble
38mm, 6mm profile

Deep Riven
38mm, 6mm profile

Grey Slate Effect
38mm, 6mm profile

Oratorio
38mm, 6mm profile

Anthracite
22mm, square edge profile

Solid timber
Natural Oak
38mm

Grey Oak
38mm

Oak
60mm bespoke

Dark Walnut
40mm

Dark Beech
38mm

Sofia - J-Pull - Gloss
Worktops

Worktops

Dark Oak
38mm

Thermo Ash
40mm

Zenith compact laminate available in 12.5mm

Wood effect laminate

Blanc Crystal

Arctic Marble

Marbre Veneto

Marmo Treviso

Light Rustic Timber
38mm, 3mm profile

Jackson Grain
38mm, square edge profile

Cypress Cinnamon
38mm, 6mm profile

Colmar Oak Effect
38mm, 6mm profile

Boston

Woodstone

Caldeira

Rouille

Romantic Walnut
38mm, 6mm profile

Silver Grain
38mm, square edge profile

Rab Oak
22mm, square edge profile

Mystic Pine
38mm, square edge profile

Marmo Fossil

Lava Roche

Cloudy Nova

Somerset Oak
38mm, 3mm profile

Fantasy Wood
38mm, 3mm profile

To see our full range of worktops, hover
your smartphone camera over the QR
code or visit one of our showrooms.
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Our slab or Shaker
doors can be paired
with any of our wide
range of handles, cups
and knobs. Your choice
of handle can subtly
influence the style of
your finished workspace,
whether traditional or
contemporary.

Sofia - J-Pull - Gloss
Handles

Handles

Elder Bar Handle
114043
114044

Adeline Keyhole Bar Handle

Stainless Steel effect
128mm centre
Stainless Steel effect
288mm centre

Ambrose Strap Handle
148192

Polished Nickel

131263

160mm centre

Black & Copper finish
160mm centre
Black & Copper finish
320mm centre

Eden Handle
231862
231837

114060

Stainless Steel effect
128mm centre
Stainless Steel effect
224mm centre

Dalston Textured Bar Handle

Stella Strap Handle
131264

114059

Polished Chrome 160mm centre
Graphite Grey
160mm centre

231850
231851
231865
231866

Brass
Brass
Brushed Steel
Brushed Steel

160mm centre
256mm centre
160mm centre
256mm centre

Walton Geometric Handle
231856
231855
231854

Matt Black
Brushed Nickel
Champagne

Polished Nickel

Piper Industrial Strap Handle

Ambrose Knob & Plate

178418
178417

148191

Polished Nickel
Polished Nickel

160mm centre
320mm centre

Elgin Square Strap Handle
157747
157748

Matt Black
Matt Black

128mm centre
320mm centre

192mm centre
192mm centre
192mm centre

Beatrice Knob
148185

Polished Nickel

Black Nickel

231861
231838

Stainless Steel effect
160mm centre
Brushed Brass
160mm centre

Beatrice Cup Handle
64mm centre

148187

Pewter Effect

32mm

148193

Polished Nickel

64mm centre

92mm

Brushed Steel
Brass

Chrome
Chrome
Grey
Grey
Brown
Brown

160mm centre
288mm centre
192mm centre
320mm centre
192mm centre
320mm centre

114067

Stainless Steel effect

35mm

Tilbury Knob & Plate
64mm centre

Dalston Textured T Knob Handle
231852
231853

105697
105698
231857
231858
231859
231860

Piera Oval Knob

Ambrose Cup Handle

Tilbury Cup Handle
157742

Wave Bar Handle

Benington Handle

60mm
60mm

157743

Black Nickel

32mm

To see our full range of handles, hover
your smartphone camera over the QR
code or visit one of our showrooms.
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Accessories

Accessories
Don't forget the accessories
that will make maintaining
your desk space much
easier - from cable tidy
solutions to built in bins.
We also have a range of
gadgets that make charging
your devices and accessing
more power sockets easy.
Cable Trunking

Vertical Cable Management

• Grey
• Keeps cables hidden and tidy
• Can be attached to the wall or on the
underside of your desk
236463 1.5m

• Keep all cables tidy and in one place
• Easy to install
• Spiral design
236464

Wireless Charger

Pop-Up Socket with USB

• For use with Qi-compatible phones and devices

• Add extra sockets to your desktop
• Hidden away when not in use

148592

142264

Round Cable Outlet

Pull Out Keyboard Runners

• Channel all cables through one location
• Keeps the desktop tidy of wires
• Co-ordinate with your worktop

•U
 se alongside a matching panel
• Hide away your keyboard at the end of the
day
• Offers more desk space

236465
236466
236467
236468
236469

White
Light Grey
Beige
Brown
Black

236663

H 58 x W 36 x D 500mm

Open Shelving
Santo 40 Waste Bin for 400mm
Base Unit
• Pull-out bin
• Neatly hidden in the cupboard
• Separates recycling and general waste
158531

Pop-Up USB Charging Station
• 2 USB ports to charge your devices
• Push top to gain access
• Flush fitting when not in use
236470		

Open shelving is the perfect way
to add personalisation to your
home office. Our Design
Consultants will work with you to
help create a bespoke solution
that works for you.
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Create your ideal lighting
set-up for your home office
or workspace with our range
of LED and pendant lights.
Our connected lighting
systems allow you to easily
convert to a smart lighting
system. Control your LED
and pendants via app, kinetic
switch or voice commands.
Connected

LED lights

Round Natural Spotlight

Triangle Natural Light

• Suitable for surface-mounted or recessed
• 4000K natural white light

• Suitable for surface-mounted only
• 4000K natural white light

157753
157754

Single
3 Pack, includes driver

157755

3 Pack, includes driver

Sofia - J-Pull - Gloss
Lighting

Lighting

Mini Flex 3m LED Strip Kit

Flexible LED 5m Strip Kit
• Includes 5m reel with driver
• Connection cable and corner connection available separately
209786

Square Natural Spotlight

Wedge Natural Light

• Suitable for surface-mounted only
• 4000K natural white light

• Suitable for surface-mounted only
• 4000K natural white light

157758

3 Pack, includes driver

Pendant lights

157757 	 3 Pack, includes driver

Magnetic Super Slim Cabinet Light

Smart Kinetic Switch

•U
 nique magnetic fixing method for ease of
fitting
• Suitable for surface-mounted or recessed
• 4000K natural white light

• Requires no batteries or wiring
• To be used with kinetic receiver

205956

230903

3 Pack, includes driver

Studio Pendant Light

Parma Pendant Light

Concreto Pendant Light

Urban industrial style cable light with a matt
black finish.

Matt black pendant light with modern
copper look interior and integrated natural
white LED.

Sleek and minimalist concrete finish
pendant light.

• Adjustable height 220-1570mm
• Cap Fitting ES - E27
223683

Touch Dimmer Switch

20W 12VDC LED Driver

• Compatible with 12Vdc lighting
• Plug and play connection system

• Compatible with 12Vdc LED Lighting

225763

Matt Black*

• Adjustable height 220-1500mm
• Built-in natural white 4000K LED 8W
210357

Matt Black

• Adjustable height 220-1500mm
• Cap Fitting ES - E27
210356

Concrete*

157765

Smart Kinetic Receiver

30W Dimmable Driver

•A
 llows lighting to be controlled via a
switch, smart app or voice control
• Compatible with 12Vdc dimmable or
non-dimmable driver

• Compatible with 12Vdc lighting

230904

The FLEXile LED strip allows it to bend around tight curves
whilst offering illumination to both vertical and horizontal
planes, perfect for illuminating curved units or islands. IP68
rating.

230906

Deco Pendant Light

Hoop Pendant Light

Harbour Pendant Light

Modern geometric pendant light in a matt
black finish with satin gold detail.

Statement hoop design pendant light with
brushed brass finish.

• Adjustable height 570 - 1470mm
• Cap Fitting ES - E27

• Adjustable height 300-1200mm
• Cap Fitting ES - E27

Timeless large globe pendant with removable
internal faceted glass sparkle and chrome
detail.

223682

Matt Black*

Brushed Brass*

223688

Chrome*

For our full lighting range please visit wickes.co.uk or ask your Design Consultant
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*Lightbulb not included

223693

• Adjustable height 400-1600mm
• Cap Fitting ES - E27

Smart technology

No matter where you are in your home, smart technology can be utilised for
safety, warmth and even light.

Get everything you need
at Wickes to complete
your dream office space.
From paint and tiles to
smart technology, you
can find it all in store or
online at wickes.co.uk
Google Home Assistant

Ring Door View Cam

• Compatible with iOS & Android

• 1080p HD, live view
• Rechargeable battery pack.

207143 H 236 x D 127mm

White & Grey

210333 H 97 x W 47 x D 19mm

Built-in coffee machines

Our integrated coffee machines allow you to have that pick-me-up without having to leave your home office.

NEFF Automatic Coffee Machine with Home Connect

AEG Mastery Coffee Machine

• 2.4 litre capacity
• Home Connect smart connectivity

• 2.4 litre capacity
• Itex command wheel navigation

205959

H 455 x W 596 x D 377mm

178436 	H 450 x W 560 x D 550mm

Black

Sofia - J-Pull
Finishing
touches
- Gloss

Finishing
touches

Black & Stainless Steel

Decorative wallpaper

With our extensive range of decorative wallpaper, you are bound to find a style that gives your office space that extra
something you’re looking for.

Smart Glass Panel Heater
• 2000 kW
• Control via app, or voice controlled using
Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant
• Automatically turns itself off if it tips over
and child safety lock
230980 H 470 x W 965 x D 130mm

LED Colour Changing E27 Smart Light
Bulb
• Regulate via remote control
• E27 - Edison Screw
169666

Black

We have a huge variety of switches and sockets in various finishes to help finish
off your space in style.

• 240V
• Includes fixings
106814 	H 86 x W 146 x D 35mm
Brushed Steel

Triangle Pink Wallpaper

Bercy Blue Geometric Wallpaper

• Straight match
• Apply with paste

• Straight match
• Apply with paste

• Paste the wall

212579

Sockets

13A Twin Switched Socket

Brick Wallpaper

L 10.05m x W 530mm

212617

L 10.05m x W 530mm

199563 L 10m x W 520mm

Specialist walls

Fun and functional, use magnetic plaster or blackboard paint for your walls to be able to really customise your space.

13A Twin Switched Socket
with 2 x USB Ports
• 240V
• Screwless flat-plate
106881 	H 86 x W 146 x D 45mm
Black Nickel

Wickes Blackboard Paint Matt Black
214291

750ml

Thistle Magnetic Plaster
120200 25kg
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Finishing touches
Flooring

We offer a wide range of flooring including laminate, engineered and solid wood, luxury vinyl tiles
and a huge selection of floor tiles.

Tiles

Wickes tiles are available in a variety of different materials such as ceramic, porcelain, glass and
granite. Choose from a wide selction of colours to make a feature within your kitchen workspace.

Paint

Add a splash of colour to your home office with our extensive range of interior emulsions.
Our handy paint selector tool can help you decide what colour is best for you.

Visit wickes.co.uk/paint-selector or simply hover your smartphone camera over the QR code.

10% off
finishing touches

As a thank you for buying a home office, we’ll email you
a voucher to get 10% off the finishing touches.
Hints & Tips
Did you know we can also
install your flooring and tiling?

That’s 10% off paint, tiles, flooring and lighting in store.
Terms and conditions apply. Voucher sent via email is considered marketing and therefore can only be sent to customers that have opted into marketing. Ask your Design Consultant for more details.
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Not all units are available in all ranges and styles may vary.
Not all units are available in all ranges and styles may vary.
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Our Price Match
Promise* - if you find
an equivalent home
office cheaper locally,
we’ll match it

*See wickes.co.uk/pricematchpromise for full details

Spread your costs
with our flexible
payment options

Receive a clear,
itemised quote
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To get a copy of our latest
kitchen or bathroom brochures
scan this QR code or visit
your local Wickes store.

For more ideas, inspiration and to stay up to date on our latest offers, follow us
on Pinterest, Instagram and Facebook and sign up to our emails at wickes.co.uk

Visit wickes.co.uk or call 0800 011 3031
Wickes Building Supplies Limited, Vision House, 19 Colonial Way, Watford, WD24 4JL.
Wickes take every care to ensure that the product design, descriptions, specifications and techniques of constructing our products are accurate at the date of printing. We constantly strive to improve our products and this may result from time to time in changes to our ranges. Please check that design, descriptions, specifications and techniques of construction described in this brochure are still valid at the time of
purchase. Colours in this brochure are as accurate as the print process will allow. © Wickes Building Supplies Limited 2021. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be produced or transmitted in any
form or by any means electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recordings or otherwise or stored in any retrieval system of any nature without the written permission of the copyright holder and the publisher.
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